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1 Introduction

Our long-term application scenario is aimed at the development of an intelligent interactive shopping-assistant [16], working as
a mobile information kiosk in a home store. This scenario requires a variety of highly sophisticated methods for mobile robots.
The paper focuses on recent progress concerning three methodological aspects: (i) self-localization of the robot by means of
multi-modal approach within a Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) framework, (ii) estimating of identity and gender of users, and
(iii) development of a well-suited control architecture for interactive service robots. In our application, exact position knowledge
is not only important for secure and efficient coordination of path planning and motion control. Since one of the robot’s tasks
is to guide customers to the goods they are looking for, it should know its relative position to the goods shelves as accurate as
possible to give precise information where to find the desired product. In human-robot interaction, beside robust people detection
and tracking, the estimation of identity is of great importance. Recognizing a customer that already used the robot, the shopping-
assistant can adopt its dialog regime, because this customer has some experience in interacting with the system. Knowing the
gender of the current user allows us to adopt the dialog regime, too, because men and woman often behave completely different
within a shopping tour. Furthermore, estimating the emotional state of the human user can be used to adopt the dialog regime
too, and first results concerning the estimation of facial expressions are presented. Finally, a well-defined control architecture
is needed that should fulfil needs like transparency, extensibility, hardware-abstraction and that should support the efficient
implementation of different applications. For our experiments, a B21-robot is utilized.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes our proposed method for combining vision and
distance measures into a unified MCL framework. In section 3 we give a more detailed insight into the developed approaches for
getting more information about the current user of the robot via face analysis. Section 4 introduces a highly sophisticated control
architecture where all modules running on the robot are integrated. Each of these sections starts with a short introduction and
a state-of-the-art related to the topic at hand, and ends with a corresponding summary. Section 5 summarizes the whole paper,
gives an outlook to still open problems and an overview to some work in progress.

2 Multi-modal Monte-Carlo Localization

The ability of self-localization is one of the key requirements for a mobile robot. In order to perform sensible goal-directed
autonomous navigation, the robot must have at least a rough estimate of its current position.

Monte-Carlo-Localization is a method for estimating the position of the robot by approximating the probability function
for the robot position using a particle filter. The particle distribution is initialized either as a uniform distribution over the
entire environment or according to some prior knowledge about the position. With each robot motion, the particles are moved
accordingly, introducing some randomness by using a probabilistic motion model. Periodically, observations from external
sensors are used to evaluate the position hypotheses represented by the particles. This is done by generating a weight for each
particle which is coding the probability of the current observation at the particle’s location and resampling the particles from the
distribution that is given by the weighted particles.
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Figure 1. Learned graph of the operation area, a part of the home store. The size of the area is 50 by 45m2, the graph
consists of about 2000 reference points (red dots) labeled with reference observations and odometric data about the pose
of the robot at the moment of node insertion. The total distance traveled to learn this graph was about 1.000 m.

MCL and similar approaches also appear in the literature as particle filters, Condensation algorithms, sampling-importance
resampling (SIR) filters, etc. A wide range of sensors have been used for localization with MCL, most commonly laser range
sensors and vision sensors (cameras). Dellaert et al. presented results for sonar and laser data in [8], [12]. The same authors
used a camera observing the hall ceilings in [7]. Gross et al. presented an omnidirectional camera-based approach for large-scale
maze-like environments [13], [14]. Further vision-based approaches are presented in [23], [20] and [33]. [26], [2] examined
sensor fusion in localization, fusing laser and vision data and using Kalman filters for state estimation.

2.1 Visual MCL

The typical operation area of a home store has a size of about 120m by 100m and is characterized by many similar long hallways
(Fig. 1). In contrast to typical indoor environments, very few flat surfaces exist, instead store-shelves with various goods present
very finely structured obstacles and walls.

In our application, exact position knowledge is not only important for secure and efficient coordination of path planning and
motion control of the robot. Since one of the robot’s tasks is to guide customers to the goods they are looking for, it should know
its relative position to the goods shelves as accurate as possible to give precise information where to find the desired product.

In [13], [14], we presented a visual localization approach. There, we described a method of splitting an omni-camera image
into several slice segments and extracting the red, green and blue mean values of the RGB color space for each segment. Those
RGB features are then used as a description of the environment appearance at the respective position and stored in a map. The
map is a graph of nodes, covering the two-dimensional environment, where each node contains the features extracted from the
omni-camera image at the respective position. The nodes are drawn as points in Fig. 1, connected along the path the robot took
during map building. In the localization phase, the same RGB features are determined for the current observation, and for each
particle the similarities with nearby nodes are interpolated to calculate the particle weight. A more detailed description of the
method and experiments are given in [14].

We argued that because of the specific topology of our operation area with its maze-like structure, visual features should be
superior to range-based features, as they produce far less ambiguities. We therefore discarded sonar sensors for MCL and were
able to demonstrate that localization is possible using omni-vision only with good results in accuracy and robustness. However,
we also experienced that the precision of self-localization strongly depends on the resolution of the underlying graph. In the
environment discussed above, this limitation expresses itself particularly in the position component that lies perpendicular to the
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Figure 2. (Left:) A grid map of the entire home store area (light: free space, dark: obstacles). (Right:) Applying a ray
casting algorithm, we can calculate a scan expectation for each position in the map (enlarged view).

corridor direction: When the robot moves down a corridor, the changes in the visual observation are far stronger than when just
moving closer or further away from a wall. Therefore, to achieve equal localization resolution in both directions, we would need
a higher number of reference nodes, particularly many ”lanes” in each corridor (see Fig 1: So far, in most hallways the model
only consists of one or two ”lanes”).

2.2 Sonar MCL

In order to improve the localization, we implemented sonar-based MCL as extension of the vision-based approach. This section
will describe MCL using sonar sensors as stand-alone solution while in the next sections, we will compare the results of both
approaches and address the combination of both modalities.

As explained above, the base of MCL is the incorporation of sensor observations into the position belief by calculating the
probability of an observation provided by the robot sensors, assuming the robot is located at a specific position that is given by
a particle. In order to estimate that probability, a map of the environment is required. Furthermore, a sensor model must exist
which provides the respective probability distribution.

In our application, the need for an environment map also results from the intention to perform autonomous navigation, which
in turn requires the ability of path-planning. To that purpose, the entire area is modeled as a grid map (Fig. 2 left). During a
teaching phase, the grid map is built from odometry and sonar range data, using a probabilistic update scheme for each single
cell [25]. We employ various odometry correction techniques [29] at that stage in order to ensure the accuracy of the map. The
basic consideration here is, that we can put high effort into the one-time process of generating environment and robot models,
while the models themselves can be used in low complexity algorithms in the actual application later.

In the MCL context, we can use the grid map as a reference for expected range scans: By applying a ray casting algorithm
from a certain position within the map, the expected range measurements in any direction are determined, which correspond to
the ranges an ideal sensor would measure (Fig. 2 right). Although the resolution is not very high, as the grid cells in our map
have a size of 0.2 by 0.2m, we will see that this is sufficient for pose estimation with MCL.

Now, in order to calculate the probability of the real sensor measurements at that position, we need a sensor model (also called
observation model) that describes, for a given expected range, the distribution of real range measurements. While the B21 has
24 sonar sensors placed around the enclosure, our model only describes the distribution of one range for one expectation and is
applied to each of the sensors, implicitly assuming that the behavior of all sensors is identical.

The sensor model is generated from real sensor data in the following way: During the map building as well as other exper-
iments, we usually store all sensor data in a log file. By analyzing the log file, we can assign to each scan the respective robot
position it was taken from. With the known grid map, the expected range for each sensor is calculated using the ray casting algo-
rithm mentioned above. The expected/real scan pairs are stored in a table. To this purpose, the range interval 0 - 5 meters (beyond
5 meters scans are too unreliable, hence not used for localization at all) is discretized in segments of 0.05 meters width. Each
table row refers to a reference scan range, each column to a real scan range. For each reference/scan pair, the corresponding cell
is increased by 1. That way, each table row represents the absolute frequency of real scan ranges for a specific range expectation
(Fig. 3). A probability table is generated afterwards by normalizing the rows, dividing by the absolute row sum. Since the model
was generated from a large number of scans all over the application area, it is a good approximation of the sonar sensor behavior
in that specific home store environment.



An alternative here would be the approximation of the sensor model by a parametric model, e.g. a mixture of gaussians
or a related function. However, that would raise the question what function suits the model best and what are the respective
parameters, with the risk of discarding relevant information due to a too simple model. Instead, the table model contains all
relevant information and is reasonably small in terms of memory requirement.
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Figure 3. (Left:) Measurement distribution for an expected distance of 1.0m. (Right:) Measurement distribution for an
expected distance of 2.5m. It is obviously, the variance of these sonar sensors is higher for long ranges.

We can now use the sensor model to determine a weight for each particle in the observation update step. To this purpose,
an expected observation is calculated at the particle’s position. Then, for each sonar sensor the respective probability is found
in the normalized model table by reading the value in the row corresponding to the expectation and the column corresponding
to the actual range measurement. This provides 24 individual probabilities. In order to assign the particle a weight, those
24 probabilities must be merged into one value. One could argue that the individual range readings are mutually independent
and, therefore, the overall probability is the product of all values. However, we found that this overemphasizes outliers and
can lead to numerical problems with small particle numbers, as the range of particle weights often becomes very large (many
orders of magnitude). Instead, averaging over the individual probabilities to calculate the final particle weight leads to much
better robustness in the localization. We are aware that this is a deviation from theory, but the improved results legitimate this
procedure in our opinion.

Because the calculation of expected reference scans by ray casting in the grid map is quite complex in terms of computation
time and could possibly prevent real-time operation with high particle numbers, one more slight modification is needed: Instead
of computing the expected observation anew for each particle in each step, the range measurements are pre-calculated for each
valid position in the map. Of course this is only possible at a discrete resolution. We found a resolution of 0.1 meters manageable
in terms of memory while not significantly affecting the localization results. Storing all expectations for the area presented here
results in 200 MB memory allocation. However, for the more relevant task of position tracking (section 2.3) it is suitable to only
keep scans in a local vicinity of the current estimation, that way a few scans must be calculated in each observation update, but
the majority of particles can still operate on the cache.

To prove the correctness of the sensor model and the weight calculation, an empirical global localization experiment was
conducted. Figure 4 shows the progress of localization based on 20,000 samples. Initially, the samples are uniformly distributed
over the entire area. As the robot moves and gathers observations, the samples concentrate in certain hallways and eventually
converge to the true robot position.

It should be noted that with sonar sensors, global localization needs a denser initial particle distribution than with visual
features. This results from the fact that for range sensors, the observation changes faster with small position changes, while in
the camera image features are still visible from a far distance, so the actual change in the observation is smaller from one position
to the next one. On one hand, this leads to a higher theoretical position resolution with sonar, on the other hand it also means
particles must not be too wide-spread to avoid missing the globally best matching position and converging to a sub-optimum.

2.3 Comparison of Visual and Sonar MCL

In this section, we will compare vision-based and sonar-based MCL in terms of localization accuracy. To obtain comparable
results, both algorithms were investigated on the same pre-recorded data. To this purpose, we recorded a run with a length of
approximately 200 meters. By manually marking the robot position at specific reference points and interpolating between these
for odometry correction, the absolute robot position (ground truth) is known very well along the entire path. For the visual
localization a map was built from additional data that were also recorded at the same day. The sonar MCL used a grid map
that was built from different data recorded several months earlier. Since the coarse structure of the environment remains the
same except for some small shelves and movable objects, the changes in the grid map usually are much less significant than the
changes in the camera view over time.



Figure 4. From left to right: 1. Global localization with 20,000 samples: the MCL samples are drawn as black points.
Initially, samples are distributed uniformly over the entire map area (top left). 2. After the robot has obtained a few
observations, samples only remain in the wider hallways (top right). 3. When the robot turns around the corner, only
few positions remain as valid hypotheses (bottom left). 4. After a drive distance of about 30m, the robot has resolved all
ambiguities and found the correct position as the only possible estimation (bottom right).

In contrast to the global localization experiment from the previous section, here we only tested position tracking. This is a
simpler but in practice more relevant task, as the robot usually won’t just be deployed anywhere, but will have at least some
approximate knowledge about its startup position, like a ”home zone”. Therefore, the MCL particles were initialized as a
Gaussian distribution around the known starting point. 1,000 particles were used in the the experiments described in this section.
The interval of observation updates was the same for sonar-based and visual MCL.

Sonar Visual
µ σ max µ σ max

absolute error 0.30 0.18 1.06 0.39 0.25 1.18
dx error 0.17 0.15 1.01 0.32 0.25 1.15
dy error 0.22 0.18 0.87 0.16 0.14 0.83

Table 1. Results of sonar-based and visual MCL on the same recorded data. The table shows the difference between the
estimated position and the reference position. The first column for both ”Sonar” and ”Visual” contains the average error
over all reference points, the second column is the standard deviation and the third column is the maximum error over the
entire test path.

Along the test path the estimated position was compared to the known reference positions at intervals of about 0.7 meters,
resulting in 290 individual position estimations. Because of the partially random nature of Monte Carlo Localization, we executed
10 runs over the same data to receive significant results. The absolute position errorµ for sonar-based MCL and vision-based
MCL is shown in table 1. Obviously, both methods perform well and the difference in accuracy is quite small. However, we
also examined the position error in x and y direction individually: As explained above, the home store environment mainly
consists of many parallel hallways. These hallways are all aligned in a certain direction, which is defined as y direction in our
coordinate system (Fig. 2), particularly in the top left part where we conducted the MCL experiments described here. From these
explanations follows that a position difference in y direction will mostly mean a longitudinal motion along a hallway, while a
position difference in x direction corresponds to a lateral motion between the confining walls or shelves, across the corridor.

By splitting up the absolute position error into an x (lateral) and y (longitudinal) component, we are able to better evaluate the
two localization methods: for the sonar-based approach, the error in y direction is slightly higher than the error in x direction.
In contrast to that, for the vision-based method the error in x direction is two times higher than the error in y direction. A more
detailed illustration of the localization errors is presented in Fig. 5. These results allow interpretation that with visual localization
the robot is able to determine its position along the corridor very well, but it has difficulties finding out if it is close to a wall or
in the middle of the corridor. With sonars, on the other hand, of course it is far easier to estimate the distance to the lateral walls,
but the position along the corridor is less well defined, as the ranges that are measured by the sensors do not change much over
the length of a hallway, providing little information about the true position.

2.4 Combination of Visual and Sonar MCL

Now that we know that sonar localization achieves higher accuracies in lateral direction while visual localization leads to higher
accuracy in longitudinal direction, an obvious next step is to combine both sensors in order to benefit from the advantages of
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Figure 5. Error histograms for sonar-based MCL (left) and visual MCL (right). The plots show the histograms for absolute
position error (top), position error in x direction (middle) and position error in y direction (bottom) over the entire robot
test path (all test points on the path). The histograms give a more precise impression of the error distribution than the
values in table 1. In each plot, the total number of points is the same. A stronger concentration on the left side means more
small errors, therefore a smaller average error. In contrast, plots stretching out to the right contain more high errors, which
corresponds to a higher average (expected) position error. Comparing the left and right plots, it is clearly visible that sonar
localization is more accurate in x (corridor lateral) direction, while visual localization behaves better in y (longitudinal)
direction.

both, resulting in high position accuracy in both directions.
Therefore, we must find a way to integrate the position distributions estimated by the sonar-based and vision-based MCL into

one common distribution. Luckily, this is very easy with particle filters: Each of the methods calculates a fit value for each particle
in the observation update step, which is then used as weight in the re-sampling process. Instead of using just one fit value, we
can now multiply the values from sonar and vision and use the product as re-sampling weight. Since each fit value represents the
(relative) probability of the observation at the respective position, and sonar and vision observations are mutually independent,
the product of the fit values effectively is the (relative) probability of the combination of both observations. Furthermore, with
multiplication (in contrast to e.g. averaging) there is no need to pay attention to the relative magnitude of the individual fit values.

Overall, the changes from MCL with one sensor to multi-sensor MCL are marginal: instead of one map there are now two
maps (which share a common reference coordinate system, see Fig 6). The motion model and the motion update step remain
unchanged, as well as the particle initialization. In the observation update, the fit values for both observations are calculated and
multiplied. The resulting weight is used in the resampling step in the usual way. Actually, it is possible to integrate an arbitrary
number of sensors, as long as a map (environment model) exists for each sensor with a common reference frame.

We repeated the experiment from section 2.3 with the Multi-Sensor MCL, again with 1000 particles. The results are shown in
table 2 and in Fig. 7. It is clearly visible that not only the absolute error is 50% smaller than with only one sensor, but also in x
as well as in y direction the error is smaller than the best single sensor method for each direction. This confirms our expectation
that with the combination of the two sensor modalities, the resulting localization method should benefit from the strengths of
both and suppress the individual weaknesses.

2.5 Summarizing multi-modal MCL

We have presented two different MCL approaches, one using omni-camera images for environment observations, the other one
using sonar range sensors. We tested and compared both methods in a localization task taken from our home store service
scenario and found that both perform reasonably well on their own, with each one having its specific strength and weakness. We
then developed a simple and very intuitive approach for combination of omni-camera observations and range measurements. The
results show that the overall accuracy can be significantly improved and the sensors complement each other very well, each one



Figure 6. An example of a grid map overlayed with a visual map. Only a part of the entire area is displayed here.

Vision + Sonar
µ σ max

absolute error 0.24 0.17 0.83
dx error 0.16 0.14 0.60
dy error 0.15 0.13 0.77

Table 2. Results of the combination of sonar-based and vision-based MCL. The average error in x as well as in y direction
is smaller than the minimum of sonar and visual MCL alone (see Table 1).

contributing its own strengths.
We plan to further expand the scope of our approach by closer examination of situations where the sensors strongly diverge in

the localization or even one sensor fails, like high occlusion due to crowded environments or radical lighting changes. Our aim
is to identify such situations and temporarily ignore the failing sensor. The inclusion of other low-cost sensors is also considered
in order to improve robustness and accuracy of the localization.

3 Analyzing Users Face - Estimation of identity, gender, facial expression, and age

A growing number of applications rely on the ability to extract information about people from images. Examples are person
identification for surveillance or access control, the estimation of gender and age for building user models or facial expressions
recognition, which can give valuable information for the evaluation of man-machine interfaces. As the mentioned recognition
tasks have been addressed in isolation in the past, there often exists a variety of methods for each. The presented work was done
in the context of building a man-machine interface for a mobile service robot [16], where all the above mentioned information is
of great interest. Furthermore, our hope was to identify one method that could be used universally.

A commonly used method for face image analysis is the subspace projection of the image data, where the subspace can
be spanned by principal components, independent components of the training data. This method was used for a vast amount
of approaches for person identification and automatic facial expression analysis [3]. Another widespread method for person
identification and for gender estimation is the Elastic Graph Matching technique [34] [19]. Elastic Graph Matching describes
faces in terms of spatial frequencies in local image areas, where the relation between these areas is defined by a graph structure.
These models are adaptive and can adjust themselves to some degree to variations in the image data. Active Appearance Models
have been used for person identification and facial expression analysis [5] [9]. They describe the statistical variations of shape
and grey values in the training data and adapt themselves in an iterative process to a given face image. Up to now, very little
work was reported on age estimation from image data.

3.1 Data set coding age, gender, identity, and facial expressions

There exists a variety of face databases designed for single classification tasks, e.g. the Cohn Kanade database for facial ex-
pressions [21]. However, we wanted to test the performance of our methods for classification tasks as diverse as gender, age,
facial expressions, and identity. To eliminate the influence of varying quality of the image data, we recorded our own database



Figure 7. Error histograms for the combination of sonar-based and vision-based MCL. Clearly, the histogram values are
concentrated stronger on the left side than in the individual plots in Fig. 5 indicating smaller localization errors.

Figure 8. Examples of the used data set for facial expressions. From left to right: neutral, surprise, sadness, anger, fear,
happiness, disgust.

according to our requirements. This database consists of two parts. The first part used for the classification of age, gender, and
identity contains 70 people with 7 images each, with neutral facial expression, different illuminations, and small deviations in
head orientation. Identities are equally distributed in the age range between 10 and 60 and equally distributed over genders. The
second part consists of 30 identities with 7 images each, which represent the basic emotions happiness, sadness, surprise, fear,
anger, disgust and neutral as identified by Ekman in [10], see Fig. 8. Since evoking facial expressions with movies was shown
to produce mixtures of basic emotions [17], we decided to ask probands to pose facial expressions according to the seven basic
emotions. As people’s ability to pose facial expressions varies significantly, all the recorded images were manually classified by
10 people and only a subset of all images was used where at least 7 people agreed on the facial expression. This problem could
be avoided, if the image data was labeled with FACS codes, describing the activity of facial muscles instead of basic emotions.
However, since FACS coding is very time consuming and has to be done by trained personnel, it was not yet possible to obtain
FACS codes for our data.

3.2 Feature Extraction

To provide the feature extraction methods with normalized data, we manually labeled the position of facial landmarks. We
analyzed Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Active Appearance Models (AAM) for feature extraction.

3.2.1 Independent Component Analysis

For ICA, only the centers of the eyes are used as facial landmarks. The ICA model depends on highly accurate aligned image
data as the model does not adapt to a given face image. Thus, we applied affine transformations such that the center of the eyes
are on the same position in every image. The size of these normalized images is60× 70 pixels. For building the ICA model, an



observation matrix was built by using the vectorized images as rows. On this matrix we applied ICA and obtained independent
base images for the data, which represent local facial features, see Fig. 9(a). Any given normalized face image is represented
as linear combination of independent base images, and the fit values constitute the data to be classified. For a more detailed
description see [32]. The data flow when using the ICA model is depicted in Fig. 9(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Example of an independent base image. (b) When using the ICA model, a normalized input image is projected
on the independent base images. The fit values for the base images form the feature vector to be classified.

3.2.2 Active Appearance Models

The facial landmarks for the Active Appearance Models (AAM) consist of 116 points along dominant outlines in the face, see
Fig. 10(a). To construct an AAM, the mean shape of the training data is computed and the shape variation is determined by
principal component analysis. In the next step, the training images are warped to the mean shape. In the same way as with
the shape model, the mean grey value face is computed and the grey value variation is determined by principal component
analysis. Finally, a predictor matrix is estimated by varying single appearance parameters and averaging their effects on the
difference image. For details on Active Appearance Models see [5]. The data flow when using the AAM is depicted in Fig. 10(b).
After adaptation of the model to a given face image, the resulting appearance parameters describe the shape and the grey value
distribution of the given face and are used as feature vector for classification.

3.3 Classification

We used a leave-n-out strategy to train and test the classifiers. The partitioning was such, that every identity was in the test data
set exactly once. For gender, the test dataset consisted of 2 identities (male and female), for age of one identity per age group
and for facial expressions of one person showing all facial expressions. For person identification we used 3 images from each
person for training, 2 for validation, and 2 for testing. The results were averaged over the multiple training cycles performed
for each recognition task. We compared the following network types: Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP), Radial Basis Function
(RBF), Nearest Neighbor (NN), and Generalized Learning Vector Quantization (GLVQ). The number of inputs corresponds to
the number of extracted features, that is, ICA fit values or appearance parameters, respectively. The MLPs had two trainable
layers with 40 neurons in the hidden layer. The GLVQ network used 20 neurons per class. The centers of RBF networks were
initialized by GLVQ training. GLVQ and RBF networks operated on normalized, NN and MLP on un-normalized feature vectors.

3.4 Results and Conclusions

Recognition rates are shown in Fig. 11. For gender and facial expressions, recognition rates are promising. Here, the best
results were obtained with AAMs and MLP classifiers or ICA with Nearest Neighbor classifiers, respectively. For both feature
extraction methods (ICA and AAM), the results for age classification are only slightly better than guessing (20% due to the used
5 classes). From the confusion matrixes it can be seen, that it is possible to distinguish young and old people, Table 3. For person
identification it is often not feasible to have a fixed gallery represented by a neural classifier. Alternatively, two models either
ICA fit values or active appearance parameters can be compared by the normalized dot product. Therefore, the false acceptance



(a) (b)

Figure 10. (a) Landmarks used for the construction of the Active Appearance Model. (b) Usage of the Active Appearance
Model. The iterative search process begins with appearance parameter vector~0, that is, with mean shape and mean grey
value distribution. The position is initialized by the center of the eyes as with the ICA model. The input image is warped
to the current shape to produce the form normalizedoriginal image. On the other hand, the current grey value parameters
are used to produce the form normalizedsynthesized image. From the difference of these images, a parameter change is
estimated for each appearance parameter with the goal to minimize the energy of the difference image. The search process
converges, when this parameter change is~0.

10 20 30 40 50
10 48 15 18 10 7
20 9 36 22 6 25
30 18 32 20 15 13
40 6 19 29 23 21
50 7 32 21 19 19

10 20 30 40 50
10 55 11 13 16 3
20 9 40 29 8 12
30 20 19 23 19 17
40 13 7 23 33 22
50 4 10 15 22 47

(a) (b)

Table 3. Confusion matrixes for age estimation. Horizontal: true class, vertical: estimated class (a) ICA + NN (b) AAM
+ MLP. Each age intervall contained 98 images to be classified. It can be seen, that both methods are roughly able to
distinguish young from old people. Thus, when using the system only two or three clusters should be used.

and false rejection rates were recorded for different similarity thresholds, see Fig. 12. Both methods achieve approximately the
same equal error rates. Although the best recognition rates for gender and age estimation were obtained with AAMs, in the final
system we deploy ICA with Nearest Neighbor classifiers only. This is a trade-off between recognition rates and processing time
needed to adapt the AAM to the input image, which is about 2800ms compared to about 20ms for the subspace projection with
ICA. Since the AAM proved its capability for various recognition tasks, our future work will focus on optimizing the AMM for
processing speed. In contrast to the ICA subspace projection, which relies on accurately aligned frontal views, the AAM is also
able to handle and estimate head pose, provided this image variation is present in the training data.

4 Control Architecture

To develop an interactive mobile robot, each researcher has to deal with a lot of different classic robotic problems, like a precise
localization, a collision-free navigation and a robust Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) interface. Furthermore, another very im-
portant component of an interactive mobile robot is the application itself. Without an useful application the robot itself doesn’t
make sense.

That means, that each developer has to design a specific application to give this robot an useful task. We will describe a new



Figure 11. Recognition rates for gender, age, facial expressions and identity on validation data for feature extraction with
ICA or AAM, respectively. The best recognition rates w.r.t. gender, age and facial expression were obtained with AAM
and MLP or ICA and NN, respectively. The high recognition rates for AAM with MLP classifiers suggest, that the AAM
produces appearance parameters which are in contrast to the ICA fit values well clustered according to the recognition
tasks. For person identification the ICA feature extraction performs significantly better than the AAM. Here MLP and
RBF networks fail, because of the large number of clusters. However, in the final system, person identification is done by
comparing two models and using a similarity threshold for acceptance or rejection, see Fig. 12.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. False acceptance (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) curves for person identification with (a) ICA (b) AAM.
The equal error rates are approximately the same with0.2 for ICA and0.19 for AAM, which suggests that both methods
are equally well suited for person identification.



robot control architecture, which on the one side gives programming users a very flexible system, which is modular, extensible,
transparent and portable for different robot platforms, and on the other side allows a fast development of robotic applications,
and which is easy to understand and use for newcomers or non-programming users.

We have implemented and tested our proposed architecture on our robots HOROS, PERSESand SCITOS (see fig. 19).
A standardized control architecture for mobile robots is still an open question today. But there are a wide range of academical

and also commercial (like ERSP [11]) work. The most modern control architectures are heterogeneous and are calledhybrid.
They containreactiveas well asdeliberativecomponents.

Over the last years, many different robot system architectures were developed and introduced. A good overview is given
in [6]. On the one hand, there are some architectures consisting of up to three layers (like 3T, CLARAty [27] or OROCOS),
which are basically designed to deal with navigation problems and on the other hand there are some low-level architectures (like
Player/Stage [31]), which only describe a kind of a robotic programming interface. Furthermore, there are existing systems
in-between (like CARMEN [24]), which consist of a simple architecture and a full programming interface.

The major problem of all theses systems is, that they are basically designed to connect and control the different modules and
methods (the skills) of a robot, but they are typically not designed to build a concrete robotic application. In most shown examples,
mainly a few modules for collision avoidance, path planning, self localization, and other navigation skills are implemented. As far
as we know, none of theses systems was tested or used with methods for Human-Robot Interaction. Furthermore, none of theses
systems provides a possibility to integrate modules, which are required to build a real interactive mobile robot, like elements for
a graphical user interface or a dialog management system. The only way to create an application for an interactive mobile robot
based on the systems mentioned above seems to be to create a step-by-step program, which controls the whole system. Typically
this can exclusively be done by a developer or programmer, which knows the whole system and desired application in detail.

This way, in the last years, several interactive mobile robots with specific architectures were built and introduced. One of
theses robots is GRACE (Graduate Robot Attending a ConferencE) [30], which was build to tackle the AAAI Robot Challenge
in 2003. The robot’s software consists of many programs communicating via IPC (Inter Process Communication) and CARMEN
[24]. The different programs exchange messages, e.g. sensor information, commands, or events. Each program provides one
skill of the robot. This distribution guarantees the re-useability and the modularity of this system. But if someone wants to realize
a new application with such an architecture, he has to know the whole system and all programs in detail.

The humanoid robot HERMES [4] is controlled by a behavior-based system [1], which uses a situation module (situation
assessment and behavior selection) as core of the whole system. Around this core a set of skills is used to control the robot. The
skills and the situation module are communicating via events and messages. The architecture for HERMES was designed to be
reusable, but as far as we know, it was never used for another robot.

The robot MOBSY [35] uses two levels for the software integration. The most abstract level is the task level, where the overall
behavior of the system is determined. The second level contains the robot-specific methods, which provide the different skills of
the robot. The skills will be used in the task level to execute the behaviors. The architecture of MOBSY seems to be specially
designed for the appropriate task and is not reusable for other applications.

The Care-O-bot [18] uses a hybrid architecture. The four most important components of the robot are the Man-Machine-
Interaction module, a symbolic planner, a fact manager, and an execution module. Furthermore, the robot uses a database
which contains all necessary information about the environment. Although this architecture contains explicit a Man-Machine-
Interaction module and is used for different (but similar) robots, it seems not to be easy to create new applications, because some
important parts (like to symbolic planner and the fact manager) have to be modified for each new task.

In the following section, we will define our requirements to a control architecture for mobile interaction-robots and introduce
our system in detail.

4.1 Requirements

A modern robot control architecture has to fulfill the following common demands:

• Modularity: The different modules of the architecture must be functional independent and exchangeable.

• Extensibility: The architecture must be easily extensible with new modules.

• Transparency: An exchange or a modification of a single module must be transparent to the other modules.

• Portability: The architecture should be able to run on different robot platforms.

• Efficiency: The architecture must be able to run in real-time on the underlying robot.

Based on the introduced problems with existing control architectures, we derived the following additional demands on a
control architecture for a mobile interaction robot:



• Rapid Application Development: quickly generation of a new applications

• Customizability: easy generation of new applications also by non-programming users and

• Re-usability: easy reuse of a generated application by different robot systems with different hardware components.

4.2 Basic Structure of the Architecture

To build a real robotic application which can fulfill all these demands, it is necessary to separate the robot-specific methods and
skills (e.g. collision avoidance or people detection) from the application itself (e.g. a robot as an office guide or a robot as a
shopping assistant). Doing this way, the demandsCustomizabilityandRe-usabilitycan be easily fulfilled. To bring these different
parts together, an abstraction layer in-between is necessary. As the result, our developed architecture consists of four layers (see
figure 13 and 14).

Figure 13.The four layers of the architecture. TheAb-
straction LayerL2 separates the methods from the appli-
cation.

The layerL0 (Hardware Layer) encloses the robot hardware (sensors and actuators), the operating system, and the low-level
interface to the hardware. The low-level sensor information will be processed in the next higher level to provide different skills,
which will be executed inL0.

In the next layerL1 (Skill Layer) all required classical robotic-specific methods are located. Typically, these are modules
for collision avoidance, localization and navigation, speech recognition, speech synthesis, a people- or object tracking and so
on. These different robot-specific methods and skills are reusable for numerous different applications. The functionality and
complexity of layerL1 depends on the underlying robot.

Figure 14.The main components of the architecture: the method-
level with robot-specific methods, the application-level with a robot-
independent application and a robot-specific interface to adapt the cur-
rent application to the currently used robot.



The layerL2 (Abstraction Layer) generalizes from the robot-specific skills ofL1 and provides a high-level interface to the
capabilities of the robot. The skills (like navigation and people tracking) are combined in this layer to a set of high-levelBehaviors
(like people guidance). To control the skills ofL1 and to get a feedback about the execution of the different skills the so called
Skill Statusis used.

The highest layerL3 (Application Layer) provides elements, which are required for a specific application of a mobile interac-
tive robot.

An important fact is, that all layers are only communicating with their immediate neighbors. This guarantees the transparency
between the different layers.

By using this strict separation, for a new application or for the usage of an alternative robot system only the application
layer L3 or the abstraction layerL2 have to be changed rather than the whole system. Thus, the introduced demandsRapid-
Application-Development, Portability andRe-usabilitycan be fulfilled. Furthermore, to allow the generation of an application
also by a non-programming user (Customizability), we use parameterizable elements in the application layer (the state graph and
the dialog manager). In the following section, we discuss the specific components of the control architecture in detail.

4.3 Specific Elements of the Architecture

As shown in figures 13-15 our control architecture incorporates aSkill LayerL1 and anApplication LayerL3, which are con-
nected by anAbstraction LayerL2.

Figure 15.The four layers in detail. Specific elements of
the four layers of the control architecture.

TheSkill Layerconsists of two main components: The robot-specific and application-independent methods and aBlackboard
System. In the context of a mobile interaction-robot the methods should include at least a navigation strategy, a people detection
module, a speech recognition and a speech generation (see figure 15). The realization of such methods mainly depends on the
hardware components (theHardware Layer) of the underlying robot system. For instance, a robot which is equipped with sonar
sensors will use a different navigation method than a robot equipped with a laser-range-finder.

Furthermore, for the communication between all different methods we use aBlackboard System[28]. With the blackboard
it is possible to share all required information between the different methods. Therefore, the blackboard can be considered as



general shared data memory. The blackboard structure makes it easy for the programming users to integrate new modules or to
make modifications on existing modules. The programmer only must ensure, that the interface from his module to the blackboard
keeps consistent. Therefore, with a blackboard system the demandsModularity, ExtensibilityandTransparencycan be easily
fulfilled.

The available robot-specific methods ofL1 will be combined in theAbstraction Layerto a set of high-level macro-behaviors.
Each of these behaviors uses a set of available skills ofL1. Typically, the available behaviors are exclusive, i.e., only one behavior
can be executed at a time. As a result, the layerL2 provides a set of high-level macro-behaviors, which can be executed without
knowledge about the underlying skills ofL1. Thus, it is very easy for non-programming users to use the robot. For instance,
in a state ”Create Attention” the desired behavior could be defined as ”Face the current user”. Depending on the used robot
a specific system could activate the (robot-specific) person tracker and track a person by moving the pan-and-tilt camera unit.
Another system without a pan-and-tilt camera unit could also track the perceived person by moving the whole robot body. So the
BehaviorsandSkill Statustranslate the application-specific behaviors in the robot-specific methods. TheSkill Statusis also used
to get a feedback of the execution of the underlying robot-specific method. For instance, if a navigation task can not be fulfilled
(because the way is blocked), the state machine or the dialog manager can react in an application-depended way and solve the
conflict.

Depending on the general application which has to be realized, the available behaviors ofL2 will be combined in theAp-
plication Layer. This means, creating a new application means to combine the available macro-behaviors in a new kind. In
praxis, this process of combination is mostly large-scaled and requires a lot of new programming which can be typically done
only by people knowing the underlying robot-specific methods and their realizations. In order to simplify this, we propose the
separate application-level depicted in figure 15. The elements of theApplication Layerinclude a state graph (interpreted by a
state machine), a dialog manager, the user (as the interaction partner of the robot), and a database, which contains the information
about the environment. Thereby, the state graph incorporates the principle states of the application. For instance, the application
”information system” could be defined by the states ”Wait” (when no user is perceivable), ”Create Attention” (when a user is
perceived) and ”Dialog” (when the user wants to interact) (see section 4.5.2 for details). Further, each state also defines a prin-
ciple behavior which will be executed if the system is in this specific state. Each state is connected with at least one other state.
These connections define specific conditions that have to be fulfilled to get into a state. Thereby, the conditions result from the
robot-specific methods (via theSkill Status) or from the user (via the dialog manager). The resulting whole definition of a state
graph is based on a XML-file. So an application is more configurable than programmable, and in the consequence pretty easy to
generate also by non-programming people. By defining only this state graph in the application-level, already a whole application
can be generated. Therefore, the mentioned demandsRapid-Application-Development, Customizabilityand alsoRe-usabilityare
fulfilled.

4.4 State Machine and Dialog Manager

In our proposed architecture, the robot will be controlled by the state machine and the dialog manager. The state machine makes
a suggestion, which default behavior should be executed inL2 in the current state. The dialog manager can simply send this
behavior to the Abstraction Layer or select another behavior. By doing so, the desired behaviors in each state can be be chosen
more flexibly. For instance, in the state ”Create Attention” the state graph defines a principle behavior which will be executed
if no other behaviors are defined in the dialog manager. Thus, the dialog manager could also define, e.g., numerous different
speech outputs to attract the user’s attention in this state. Furthermore, the dialog manager can also realize, that in the context of
the current application the most promising behavior among all possible behaviors in a specific state can be learned. In the next
version of the control architecture, the dialog manager will also be configurable like the state graph.

4.5 Applications

We use the proposed control architecture for all of our mobile interactive robots. Subsequently, we discuss one part of the task
of HOROS, to be an office information and guiding system for employees, students, and guests of our institute, in the context of
the proposed control architecture.

4.5.1 Robot SystemHOROS

The hardware platform for HOROS is a Pioneer-II-based robot from ActiveMedia. It integrates an on-board PC (Pentium M,
1.6 GHz, 512MB) and is equipped with a laser-range-finder and sonar sensors. For the purpose of HRI, this platform was
extended with different modalities. This includes a tablet PC (Pentium M, 1.1 GHz, 256MB) for touch-based interaction, speech
recognition and speech generation. It was further extended by a robot face which includes an omnidirectional fisheye camera,
two microphones and two frontal webcams for the visual analysis of dialog-relevant user features (e.g. age, gender, emotions).



4.5.2 The Control Architecture in the Context of a Survey Task

The office application of HOROS includes a survey task, which will be discussed in the context of the control architecture.
Thereby, HOROS is standing in a hallway in our department. His task is to attract attention of people that came by. As soon as
the system recognized a person near him, the robot addresses the visitor to come nearer. He then offers to participate in a survey
about the desired future functionality of HOROS. Further, a people tracking module is used to detect break offs, thus if the user is
leaving before finishing to survey, the robot tries to make them came back and finalize the survey. After the successful completion
of the interaction or a defined time interval with no person coming back, the cycle begins again with HOROSwaiting for the next
interaction partner. The experiment was made in the absence of any visible staff members, so the people could interact more
unbiased. The respective state graph as an element of the Application LayerL3 is shown in figure 16.

Figure 16. State graph for the survey task.The state
graph consists of only four states which already define the
principle application.

Each state of the state graph has also some defined input conditions. So if the specific input conditions of a state are fulfilled
the application will get into this state. In each state, all outgoing conditions must be consistent. Exemplary, the incoming and
outgoing conditions for the state ”Create Attention” are depicted in figure 17. This state can be reached only from the state
”Wait” (see figure 16) by the following incoming conditions: the application was longer than 30 seconds in the state ”Wait” (the
last interaction partner of the robot left the surroundings of the robot) and at least one new user is perceived. In figure 17, two
outgoing conditions are also depicted. These are as well the incoming conditions for the state ”Wait” (the perceived user left
the surroundings without an interaction or the perceived user came not closer to the robot within 15 seconds) and for the state
”Interaction” (at least one perceived user came closer than 0.75 meters to the robot).

Figure 17.State ”Create Attention”.There is one incom-
ing condition and two outgoing conditions in the state
”Create Attention”. Further, when this state will be
reached the general behavior ”Face User” will also be
activated.

The state ”Create Attention” is also defined by a general behavior ”Face User”, that will be executed if the application reaches
this state via fulfilled input conditions. This behavior will be routed to the dialog manager next. If there are no other defined
behaviors for this state in the dialog manager, ”Face User” will be sent back to the Abstraction LayerL2, then to the Skill Layer
L1 and subsequently will be executed by the HardwareL0.

Simultaneously to these processes, the robot permanently perceives its environment in the Hardware LayerL0. Using the
respective sensor readings in the Skill LayerL1 the used methods and Blackboard variables are updated. Consequently these
Blackboard variables can also result in an updated Skill Status in the Skill LayerL2 and subsequently in a newly activated state
of the state graph. State transitions in the state graph can also be caused by user inputs, e.g. via the GUI in the dialog manager.

Another application of HOROS based on our control architecture is a guidance function also in the context of our office
scenario as described in [22]. The robot can guide visitors from the entrance of the building to the rooms of staff members and
give information about their possible whereabouts.

4.5.3 The Control Architecture in Context of a Shopping-Assistant

PERSESis the robot that works as an interactive mobile shopping-assistant [15]. Recently, the implementation of theAbstraction
Layer for PERSESwas finished. As soon as this work was finished, it was quite easy to create the shopping-assistant application
in our architecture, although PERSES(a B21r robot) is totally different to HOROS (a Pioneer-II-based robot). To describe and
explain the overall interaction scheme within our architecture would go beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, only a very
abstract state graph ist discussed.



Figure 18. Basic state graph for the shopping assistant.

Figure 18 shows the possible basic structure of a state graph, which is necessary for PERSES. Of course, this graph has to be
completed with different sub-graphs and conditions in the individual states. Using such a state graph, a simple dialog manager
and an appropriate database, PERSESwill be able to work as a shopping-assistant.

4.6 Summarizing the proposed Control Architecture

In this section, we described a control architecture for mobile interactive robots. Our architecture fulfills the demands on modern
architectures, like modularity, extensibility, portability and efficiency. Based on our architecture, it is very easy for program-
ming users to integrate new modules or to modify existing parts. Furthermore, our architecture also is designed to allow non-
programming users to develop robot applications. It guarantees the rapid application development and the reusability of existing
applications. We illustrated the usability of this concept in two typically applications (survey task and shopping assistant).

Figure 19. Collection of robots currently used at our department. All robots are equipped with the same control architecture
described so far.

Obviously, our proposed architecture is undergoing continuous changes. For example, it is to be extended with a configurable
and adaptive dialog manager, which will it make still easier to develop new robotic applications.

5 Summary and Conclusions

The paper summarizes recent progress concerning three methodological aspects within the development of a mobile interactive
shopping-assistant: self-localization of the robot by means of multi-modal approach within a Monte Carlo Localization (MCL)
framework, estimating of identity and gender of users, and the design and implementation of a well-suited control architecture
for interactive service robots.



The proposed methods for robot navigation have already been tested intensively, leading to a very robust operation of the robot
in this large-scale and crowded environment. But to reach the state, where the robot can be left in the market without any external
observation, we have to integrate vision-based obstacle detection techniques. These algorithms are necessary to complement
laser and sonar sensors. Using the latter alone does not lead to a sophisticating obstacle avoidance because of highly varying
obstacle configurations.

Concerning human-robot interaction, all methods are almost finally implemented, but extensive testing in the real operation
area has to be done to estimate the robustness of the different algorithms under real-world circumstances. Additionally, currently
we concentrate our efforts on speeding-up the implementation of the AAMs, because of their outstanding results for face analysis.

Having a well-designed and properly implemented control architecture is of great importance for establishing different ap-
plications of service robots. In our experience, besides the fact that implementation becomes much easier, the major advantage
comes with the transfer of modules between different robots.

For our future work related to the interactive shopping-assistant, we will use a newly developed and highly sophisticated robot
platform SCITOS. This robot is the result of a strong collaboration between our department, the company MetraLabs GmbH
(www.metralabs.com), and the company TechnoTeam Bildverarbeitung GmbH (www.technoteam.de).
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